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Choose between 4 different knit items
and 20 different stitch pattern options!
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A Day in the Woods
Welcome to Adventure Knitting! Are you ready for a day in the woods?
Gather up all your hiking gear and whatnot (yarn and needles), after reading
about your path options and choosing where you’ll explore. For all item types,
you’ll need to knit in the round, and you’ll be working some basic short rows for
the construction of your piece. Other than that, everything is up to the options
you choose! Your various woodsy excursions may result in cables, or twisted
stitches, stripes, or textures... so let’s get started and see where your
adventures end up leading you!
Charts are included
along with the
written repeat
patterns for every
option, so you can
use whichever you
prefer, and you can
see photos of all
the stitch patterns
within each
section. If you
have any knitting
confusion, flip over
to pages 25-27 to
read about the
construction and
other techniques
used.
To see lots of different finished
adventure knit items, head to the
Adventure Knitting page on
ravelry.com, or find links to photos
and projects through the
leethalknits.com Adventure
Knitting page. Also head to
leethalknits.com to find technique
photo tutorials and tons of other
knitting patterns by Lee Meredith!
Adventure Knitting: A Day in the
Woods is copyright Lee Meredith
2013 - for personal use only, no
reprinting/redistributing - thanks!
Visit the leethalknits.com faq page
or the leethal ravelry group if you
have questions or need help.
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Choose a path
Before you go scampering off into the woods to have knitting adventures, you’ll
want to pick a path now which will help you make some choices throughout.
(The path is the item you’re going to knit.)
The Orange Trail will take you to a hat, to cover up your hair if it gets
messed up by the trees, or to keep you warm when the temperature drops. You
can make it big and slouchy or smaller and fitted. This will require 1-2 skeins
(depending on yarn) of something from sock to aran weight, and either a 16”/
40cm circular needle plus a set of DPNs, or a long circular needle for magic
loop.
Taking the Green Byway will leave you with a pair of fingerless mitts, or
wrist-warmers, to keep you warm during any nighttime adventures, perhaps.
For this path, you’ll need about 1 skein of yarn in a weight between sport and
aran, and either a set of DPNs or a long circular needle for magic loop.
The Aqua Passage will lead you to a cowl, in either a smaller or larger loop
size, and will work best in yarn weights ranging sport to bulky. Yardage will vary
greatly depending on how much looping you want to do along this path, but
with most kinds of yarns, 2-3 skeins should be about right. You’ll need a
circular needle (24”/60cm is best) and 1 spare needle.
The Gold Route is a shorter path to a coffee cup sleeve, so if your
adventuring time is limited, this may be a good choice. This option will use less
than 1 skein (approx 40-100yd/35-90m) of yarn in sock to worsted weight, and
either a set of DPNs or a long circular needle for magic loop.
Keep your path in mind, but you’ll start off exploring in the middle of the woods;
if color paths aren’t mentioned, that means you can make any choice you want.
Now pick out your yarn(s) - all paths can use one or more colors. Each part of
the adventure will have options which will work with different color types, some
for a solid, some for two colors, some can be for as many yarns as you want,
and you can use different yarns (same weight) for each section if you want to.
Most of the design options will work best with one or more solid or semi-solid
colors; only a couple parts/options will look good with variegated yarns.
So pick out one or more yarns you’d like to use, in the same weight as each
other, then pick a needle size to match the weight.
(Skein estimates are based on standard skein yardages; amounts may vary.)
Pick a yarn to start with - when you make your next big choice, you’ll learn more
details and can decide whether you want to use just this one for the section, or
add another color. For now, just pick one and you can have others on standby.
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Get ready, get set...
Now that you have your adventure supplies together, you can
dip your toes into the woods to start looking around before
you trek on! (This part is just the cast-on, basically.)
If you have your gear in precise order, and want to have the
most perfect adventures possible (and consider yourself an
experienced adventurer), read on at 2-A here on this page.
You look around the starting area and see some lovely flower
embellishments prettying up the woods - if you want to
scamper around here a bit first, having a little preadventure now, turn to page 3-A.
If you just want to get on with the real adventure at a full run,
none of this dilly-dallying, skip over to page 3-B.

2-A

Provisional start
This option will give you a seamless edge, finished with
grafting. Directions go with pictures at the bottom.
(Note about provisional starts with all sections: Depending
on which option you choose, your finished edge may not
be invisible after grafting, if the stitches don’t match up - it
should still look neater than sewing, but keep this in mind
if you choose to start provisionally.)

Construction
Diagrams show all
4 items with first
sections at the
bottoms, second
sections next up,
and third sections
at the tops, arrows
showing the
direction that the
piece grows.
The first section is
knit flat, across the
edge (increases
and short rows
adding sideways
stitches), then the
second section in
the round, and the
third sections of all
but orange are knit
sideways again,
the reverse of the
first section.

*This is the coffee
cup sleeve, upside
down - shape is
caused by the third
section pulling in,
not by shaping in
the middle section.

Use a piece of scrap yarn and a crochet hook to provisionally cast on 8 sts:
Start with a slip knot tightened onto hook.
Holding needle with point facing ahead, crochet hook to one side, hold
yarn underneath needle to other side.
Grab yarn from over knitting needle with crochet hook; bring loop through
slip knot, making one "stitch" around needle.
Move yarn from front of needle to behind it; repeat crochet move, pulling
loop over front of needle through loop on hook.
Repeat until correct number of sts are on needle (8 for this section).
Make a crochet chain of several sts, cut scrap yarn, pull through - this
chain will tell you where to unravel to work with sts later.
Setup row: Begin working with normal yarn, and purl 1 row across all
provisional sts.
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Buttonhole tab start
Cast on 4 sts with any basic cast-on.
Row 1: Sl1, purl to end. (4 sts
worked)

3- B

Basic start

Row 2: Sl1, m1, k2, m1, k1. (6)

Row 6: Sl1, m1, k4, m1, k1. (8)

Cast on 8 sts with the basic cast-on
method of your choice, leaving a
tail of about 12”/30cm (long
enough to sew up a seam as wide
as this cast-on row, later).

Row 7: Sl1, purl to end. (8)

Setup row: Purl all.

Row 3: Sl1, purl to end. (6)
Row 4: Sl1, k2tog, yo, k3. (6)
Row 5: Sl1, purl to end. (6)

Abbreviations/symbols
(Some of these, like cables and twists, will only be used in a couple of options.)
st(s) = stitch(es)

m inc = increase 1 by lifting up the st

k = knit
= knit on RS rows, purl on WS rows
p = purl
/ = purl on RS rows, knit on WS rows

sl = slip stitch purlwise

of st
back, then into front again
c k2tog = knit 2 together

wyib = with yarn in back

x ssk = slip, slip, knit slipped sts

g = slip wyib on RS, slip wyif on WS

together

h = slip wyif on RS, slip wyib on WS

a sk2p = slip, knit 2 together, pass

RS = right side

slipped st over

WS = wrong side

C4R = cable 4 right, 2 over 2 sl2 onto cn, hold in back, k2, k2
off cn
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cn = cable needle
MC = main color yarn

] kfb = knit into front then into back
[ kfbf = knit into front of st, then into

wyif = with yarn in front

DPN(s) = double pointed needle(s)

beneath the st you just knit into (on
right-hand needle), and knitting
into it

C4L = cable 4 left, 2 over 2 - sl2
onto cn, hold in front, k2, k2 off
cn
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CC = contrasting color yarn
j yo = yarn over
t m1 = make 1, by picking up strand

between needle points front to
back, and knitting into back loop
(in certain parts, there may not be
a clear strand, just pick a strand)

H J TR = twist right, 1 over 1 st
F G TL = twist left, 1 over 1 st
z = no stitch

= in CC yarn (white is always MC)
M = k/p some number of sts as written
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Samples
Here are 8 samples, mixing and matching different paths with different options,
varying yarn weights/colors, etc. If you like one, you can copy it as closely as
you want, or mix and match the options as you like! The choices are all yours!
Taking the Orange Trail, this slightly slouchy hat
was made in chunky Louet Riverstone solids,
climbing the birch trees in two
colors, adding a third color for
some play time in the river. The
trip ended in one single color up
the flat peaks. The first section
was closed with a sewn seam.
This fitted hat, made along the
Orange Trail in worsted weight
yarns, started in five colors with a climb up the
basket tree, and a buttonhole
closure. Then, green Quince & Co
Lark yarn swung on vines, and
was replaced with brown Knit
Picks Wool of the Andes near the
top of the vines pattern. The
crown went along the color rows,
with orange as the main color, the
contrasting color changing from
brown to greenish beige to dark green at the tip.
These mitts were made in two
shades of handspun yarn, around
sport-DK weight, along the Green
Byway. They began up a giant
redwood, before playing in the
river for a little while; then they
explored the diamond path (2
repeats) with buttoning closures.
The cuffs were grafted closed.
On the Green Byway, these fingerless mitts
were made in aran Imperial Yarn
Columbia, beginning with
buttonhole tabs. They climbed a
bristlecone pine, then took a short
stroll along the footpath, ending
with a hike back on the chainlined trail (1 repeat). The hands
were sewn up with thumbholes
left open.
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This bulky weight smaller sized cowl was made
along the Aqua Passage. It
started up a giant redwood tree,
then had some fun at camp, and
finished its adventures on a
dipping track. Many balls of
leftovers were used up (mostly
Brown Sheep Lanaloft Bulky), as
colors were changed several
times; the first section is grafted
and the third section is sewn closed.
In worsted weight yarns on the Aqua Passage,
this long loop larger sized cowl began up the birch
trees, then took a hike along the
footpath, and ended up along the
hilly pathway back home. The
first two sections used Knit Picks
Chroma self-striping yarn and a
solid dark purple Louet
Riverstone, and the third section
added a solid yellow-green
Malabrigo Merino Worsted partway
through - both first and third sections were closed
with buttonhole tabs.
A trip down the Gold Route
made this coffee cup sleeve,
starting with Black Trillium
variegated Merilon sock yarn
(Hazel colorway) up the basket
tree. Then a contrasting Knit
Picks Palette grey yarn was added
to have fun at camp for awhile, before taking the
hilly pathway home, in the grey yarn. Both first
and last sections are closed with
buttonhole tabs.
This coffee cup sleeve on the
Gold Route was made in handdyed solid green Knitted Wit
Superwash Merino Worsted, and
is full of cables in every section. It
first climbed the bristlecone pine,
then swung from there on some vines, over to the
twisty road back. Both top and bottom were
closed with grafting.
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Adventure Knitting: A Day in the Woods
a knitting expedition
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

Choose each element of your day
in the woods knitting adventure,
starting with which path to take
(that’s which item you’ll knit).
Choose which tree to climb (each
is a stitch pattern); then pick
where you’ll go exploring next the river, the camp, go for a hike,
or swing from a vine? All of your
choices will result in different
designs, along with your pick of
yarn(s), size, etc. All the choices
are yours to make!

Use this booklet full of knitting
options to make cowls, hats,
mitts, and coffee cup sleeves,
all in custom sizes, any weight
yarn, your choice of one or
more colors. All items are
worked in three sections of
modular knitting, joined with
short rows - no picked up
stitches and little or no seaming
(depending on your choices).
Each section has three or four
stitch patterns to choose from
and many of those have multiple
color options as well.

